LANGE ESTATE WINERY
“One of the great Pinot Noir producers in the United States.”—Wine Enthusiast
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Winery Profile
Don and Wendy Lange founded their eponymous winery and estate vineyard in 1987
with an inaugural vintage that included small-lot bottlings of pinot noir, chardonnay
and pinot gris. These varietals continue to form the core of their portfolio.
Considered New World pioneers in the production of pinot gris, Don Lange was
the first winemaker in the United States to release a barrel-fermented style, an
effort that Wine Spectator senior editor Matt Kramer hailed as a “bench-mark”
bottling. Wine Enthusiast proclaimed Lange Estate to be “one of the great pinot
noir producers in the United States.”
Don’s son, Jesse Lange, has been actively involved with winery since its inception
and formally joined the winemaking team in 2004, adding winemaking and vineyard oversight to his many responsibilities. Together, Don and Jesse have crafted
six unique pinot noirs that reach across a spectrum of microclimates and terroirs.
The Lange’s have always defined their winemaking along a more classical
paradigm: focused wines that express nuanced fruit, structure, balance, and
texture. Over the past 35 years, Don and Jesse have continued to hone their
style—taking care to never impose on the vineyards or wines they produce.
Their work has garnered serious praise from critics over the years, including
an impressive 96 points for their 2018 Freedom Hill Vineyard Pinot Noir from
James Suckling, “It has a supple, succulent feel with a sense of levity in this
warmer vintage. Then, the mid-palate builds to a firm, commanding yet fine finish,
reminding us of where we really are. There’s power with purpose here.” Additionally, their 2018 Estate Pinot Noir received 95 points and an “Editors’ Choice”
accolade from Wine Enthusiast reviewer, Paul Gregutt, “This wine is generous,
deep and complex, offering dazzling subtlety and detail.”
The original thirty-acre parcel has since expanded to encompass three estate
vineyards totaling more than 56-acres under vine. A state-of-the-art winemaking
facility and hospitality center sits at the crown of the estate, the tasting room
features stunning panoramic views of vineyards, densely forested rolling valleys,
and the Cascade Mountain Range.
In January, the family acquired a 65-acre property with 20 acres planted to pinot
noir, near Monmouth, Oregon. The Lange’s have changed the name to Lucky River
Vineyards, a nod to the Luckiamute River which runs just south of the property.

langewinery.com

“Jesse Lange at his family’s
Lange Estate represents a
special kind of local winemaker
– home-grown, well-travelled
and professionally trained.
He is in his prime and more
than capable of evolving
and refining his wines to even
greater heights of quality and
drinkability.” — Nick Stock,
jamessuckling.com
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